10/28/2019 Meeting Notes

- Welcome (Mark)
- Sawtooth v1.2 Release
  - Announcement went out with a link to the release notes. Includes support for PBFT and mobile sdk. - Mark
- Review of Multi-Project Kanban Board
  - Quick review to determine if the status of any of these items needed to change. -Mark
- PR Status Discussions
  - [https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core/pull/2187](https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core/pull/2187) - Arun
    - Will review and discuss offline -Peter
  - [https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-sdk-go/pull/38](https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-sdk-go/pull/38) - Ryan/Arun/Shawn
    - Required because of how go packages work. This is how the module system is set up to work. So we can either fight the module system or add the protos. There will be documentation to tell a developer to run go generate if the protos are changed. - Ryan Banks
  - (Low Priority) [https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-website/pull/61](https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-website/pull/61) bump for review- Arun
  - (Low Priority) [https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-sdk-go/pull/19](https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-sdk-go/pull/19) bump for review- Arun
- Open Forum
  - PBFT vote threshold discussion-Logan
    - Kevin had brought up this issue on Rocketchat. [https://chat.hyperledger.org/channel/sawtooth-consensus-dev?msg=KFSZXRdxQiqhq25C](https://chat.hyperledger.org/channel/sawtooth-consensus-dev?msg=KFSZXRdxQiqhq25C) and I responded with some reasons and solutions. [https://chat.hyperledger.org/channel/sawtooth-consensus-dev?msg=Y6CmTJkdfeMHiusSo](https://chat.hyperledger.org/channel/sawtooth-consensus-dev?msg=Y6CmTJkdfeMHiusSo) - Logan
  - General question - how does Hyperledger Internship program works? Plan for proposing HL Sawtooth projects in the internship. - Arun
    - Best bet is to contact the HL intern program coordinators, whose email is found in this document: Link to HL intern program: [http s://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/INTERN/How+to+Apply](http s://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/INTERN/How+to+Apply) - Mark
  - Folder walkthrough of what's available in the rust version of VR TP, before raising the PR - Arun
    - I am getting ready to put up a PR for part of the rewrite the Poet Validator Registry into rust. - Arun
    - I think you should put this up as a draft PR so we can dig into it a little bit more before we give some advice. - James